Game preparations:
by Arno Steinwender and Wilfried Lepuschitz
for 3-6 players aged 8+
Game length app. 15-20 minutes

Shuffle the other cards (bird cards and special
cards). There are two different types of rear sides
of the cards. The rear sides tell you, if you need
to place your cards hidden or open at the card row
during your turn.
Now every player gets 2 cards to his hand.
These are the players’ hand cards that can be
kept hidden from the other players. The remaining
cards form the drawing pile face-down.

13 special cards
12 tip cards
(6 red, 6 green)

Each player receives a red and a green tip card.
Put them in front of you. The remaining tip cards
are not needed.

52 bird cards
in 4 colors

Game objective:

IThe players draw cards and place them facedown or open at the card row. Those who are right
in estimating that too many birds are in the row
receive cards as points. The game ends if the
drawing pile is used up. The player with the
1
most valuable bird collection wins the game.

Now all other players place choose a tip card
and place it face-down in front of them.
Who believes that there are already too
many birds in the row, places down his red
tip card.
Who believes that the number of birds is still
allowed, places down his green tip card.
When all players chose their tip card, face them
up simultaneously.
Now all face-down cards of the card row are
revealed and the special cards are evaluated.
Finally the number of birds in the row is
counted. Colors don’t matter when adding up
the birds.
Red is right!
More birds than allowed are in the row:
All players who have the red tip card in front of
them may now take cards one by one, starting
with the player who claimed that there are too
many birds in the row. Then the other players
follow counterclockwise until no card is left in
the row. (Also take the cards, which were removed
during evaluation due to the special cards.) 4

The game:
The youngest player starts. The game is played
clockwise.
If it is your turn, you have to:

Is an open bird cage shown at the drawing
pile? Then place your card open (face-up) at
the card row.
Is a covered bird cage shown at the drawing
pile? Then place your card face-down at the
card row.
Afterwards it is the next player’s turn.
OR claim, that too many birds are already in
the card row:
The maximum amount of birds
allowed in the card row depends
on the number of players:
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Place your red tip card in front of you.

EITHER place 1 card at the card row:
Draw one card from the pile to your hand.
Then place 1 card (can also be the new card)
at the card row. In case there is no card row
yet, your card is the first card of the row. 2

Green is right!
The number of birds in the row is allowed:
All players who have the green tip card in front
of them may now take cards one by one, starting
with the player who placed the last card at the row.
Then the other players follow counterclockwise
until no card is left in the row. (Also take the
cards, which were removed during evaluation due
to the special cards.)
You may look always at the cards you won so far.
But take care to not mix them up with the cards
on your hand!
New row
A new row is started by the player who stopped
gameplay with his claim of too many birds in
the row. He draws a card from the pile and then
places one hand card as first card of a new row.
Then it is the next player’s turn.
All cards face up: Are all cards in the row lying
face-up? Do you have to play your next card also
face-up? Are you exceeding the maximum number
of birds with your card? Then remove the whole
row. The next player starts a new row.
5

The player on your right side has to place
his green tip card in front of him. He
played last and is therefore responsible for
the amount of birds in the row.
3

End of the game:
As soon as the last card of the pile was drawn,
you place your cards only face-down at the card
row in your turn. The current round is played until
one player claims that too many birds are lying
in the row. Evaluate the row and then the game
ends. (Remove the remaining hand cards from the
game).
If it happens you run out of hand cards, don’t finish
and don’t evaluate the current row any more.
The collected birds are worth points as follows:
A set of bird cards (blue, green, yellow and
red) is worth 10 points in total. It does not
matter how many birds are shown on each card.
Each card can only be used for one set.
A special card is worth 2 points.
A single bird card not used in a set
is worth 1 point.
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Blue birds are doubled: 2x2=4, plus 2 green birds,
plus 3 red birds delivers 9 birds in total. With 4
players even 10 birds are allowed in the row. Peter
and Michelle were right with their green tip cards.
Both can take 4 cards one by one. (Also the removed
cards can be taken).

After evaluating the special cards, only the cards in
the lower row of the figure are left and the birds are
counted.

Now all face-down cards of the row are revealed (see
upper row in the figure).

Peter placed a card. Susanne does not dare to place
a card as well. She claims there are too many birds
in the row and puts down her red tip card. Peter has
to place down his green tip card. Simon believes also
that too many birds are in the row and places his red
tip card face-down. Michelle believes that the number
of birds is allowed and places her green tip card facedown. Then Simon and Michelle reveal their tips.

Example:

B1

To look at the complete example, put the cards
B2, B3 and B4 horizontally next to each other.

Adjacent
cards are not
evaluated.
B2

This card is
The birds of
removed from this card are
the row.
counted double.
B3

Blue birds
count double.

This card is
removed from
the row.
B4

Yellow birds
are not
evaluated.

S p e c i a l c a r ds
Color is not evaluated:
Birds of the shown color
are not counted.

Special cards are not
evaluated:
Remove all special
cards before evaluation.
This card is evaluated
always as first card!

Adjacent cards are not
evaluated:
Remove both cards left
and right of this card,
no matter if bird card or
special card.

Color counts double:
All birds of this color are
counted double.

I
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Birds of the shown color
are not counted.

Special cards are not
evaluated:
Remove all special
cards before evaluation.
This card is evaluated
always as first card!

Adjacent cards are not
evaluated:
Remove both cards left
and right of this card,
no matter if bird card or
special card.

Color counts double:
All birds of this color are
counted double.
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S p e c i a l c a r ds
Color is not evaluated:
Birds of the shown color
are not counted.

Special cards are not
evaluated:
Remove all special
cards before evaluation.
This card is evaluated
always as first card!

Adjacent cards are not
evaluated:
Remove both cards left
and right of this card,
no matter if bird card or
special card.
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Color counts double:
All birds of this color are
counted double.
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